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Adventure 317
The Green Pirates

TRAVELLER*
Science-Fiction Adventure on Saint Patrick's Day

zhodani.space
Saint Patrick's Day Adventure Hooks

Pot O’ Gold at Zenopit

While at a bar at the StarTown at Tremous Dex (SM-1311) and drinking a very black beer with a creamy head the PCs are approaches by a very small man in green clothes.

He says that he may be able to trust you since you are drinking the black beer. He says that he needs your help to retrieve a stolen treasure at Zenopit (SM-1010), just a few parsecs away...
The PCs now know about the gang of Green Space Pirates that they have helped retrieve a stolen treasure at Zenopit.

The PCs are trusted and may help the Green Space Pirates to sell stolen cargo to frontier worlds.

The PCs can pick up passengers in their ship that then gets boarded by the Green Space Pirates. The GSP takes the passengers' valuables and any personal cargo. The PCs will then split the profits with the GSP.
Just one last heist. Then we can retire...

The GSP got some information about a large shipment of precious metals arriving from the Imperial Capital. It will be used to pay Aslan Clan leaders to stay allied to the Imperium.

The small man in green clothes says that, if we leave within a week, and use J-2 drives we will be able to intercept the cargo ship (K226) at Youghal at the other end of the Spinward Marches.

We don’t know about the number of escorts it will have. We will use all our ships. There will be equal shares for all ships. If we survive, we can then retire. Are you in?
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I've been a wild rover for many's the year
And I've spent all me money on whiskey and beer
But now I'm returning with gold in great store
And I never will play the wild rover no more

And it's no, nay, never
No, nay, never no more
Will I play the wild rover
No, never no more